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FIRST WAVE SPORTS AND SOCCER RESILIENCE KICK OFF PARTNERSHIP

First Wave Sports International and Soccer Resilience recently kicked off an exciting new chapter in the
representation of professional soccer players in the United States. Earlier this year, First Wave Sports and
Soccer Resilience teamed up to provide mindset advisory services to the professional athletes who trust
the management of their careers to the team at First Wave Sports. On March 18, this partnership was
launched with an introductory mindset training webinar by Soccer Resilience, made available to First Wave
Sports’ clients.
“As a former English league and MLS professional, I recognize the critical importance of the mental
component of the game,” said First Wave Sports’ President, Stefani Miglioranzi. “We at First Wave Sports
are committed to our mission to relentlessly empower our players to be the best they can be on the field,
off the field, and in their lives after soccer. Active mental training and cultivating a positive mindset are a
huge input in each of those spaces, and we are thrilled to partner with the amazing experts at Soccer
Resilience to offer this to our clients.”
Founded in 2020, Soccer Resilience is a sports mindset agency with a mission to train the most
underutilized competitive edge in sports, the mind. Their "Train Your Brain, Transform Your Game" mantra
elevates the mental fitness and wellbeing of athletes, coaches and others in the game. Mental strength
gives athletes control, purpose, perseverance and performance enhancement. Soccer Resilience offers
workshops, webinars, keynote speaking and one-on-one coaching. The Soccer Resilience team includes a
World Cup Champion, an MLS Cup Champion, a 20-year licensed psychologist and an 18-year NCAA
Division 1 Head Coach.
“We’re thrilled to assist First Wave Sports and their pro players,” said Soccer Resilience Founder Wells
Thompson. “Full credit to Stefani and his management team for the bold and helping hand for their
athletes. It truly speaks to their character and commitment in holistically caring for their players. As a former
9-year Pro and MLS Cup Champion, I needed more self-awareness, mental strength, and strategies to best
channel mindset and holistic wellbeing. Along with my partners Dr. Brad Miller, Matt Spear, and Jessica
McDonald, we’re determined to guide and mentor players from aspiring youth all the way to elite pros
like those with First Wave Sports.”
First Wave Sports is a full-service professional soccer agency with over 3 decades of experience in global
football markets.
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